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I NT R 0 DUCT I 0

~

Within the framework of the tasks conferred on the Commission by

1•

Article 155 of the Treaty establishing the EEC, and in order to carry out
the duty entrusted to it by the Resolution of 30th December 1961 of the
Conference of Member States to ensure the respecting of obligations undertaken in common, the Commission has drafted and submits to the

~ouncil

the

present report on the state of ap:pli.cation as at 31st December 1972 of the
principle of equal pay for men and woinen as set out in article 119 of the
Treaty.
As in the past the Commission has appealed for the collaboratioti of
governments, trade unions and employer or~anisations (social partne~s) and
has sent them a detailed

questionnal~e.

Initially the report was to relate

to the changes occurring in the Bituation between 31st Decembei 1968 (the
dat~

retained by the·

pre~ioti~

report) arid

th~

31st December 1971.

However 1

for various reasons, most notably the considerable delay in receiving certain
nationai rep·lies, it has not been possible to keep to the dates envisaged fr···
the study and the Commission considered that the 31st December 1972

~hould le

used as the. relevant date as it immediately preceded the enlargement of

th~

Community.
The information pr6vided by th~ Governmen~s and employers and trade
union organisations was brought up-to-date dur-ing the course of a meeting
of the Article 1'19 Special Group which· \..ras held· on the 2nd and 3rd April
1973.

Actions taken on various mat'ters even at the beginning of this year

were meritioned.

Consequently, it was no longer.via:ble to reproduce-Cas haC.

become the usual practice) the now largely out-of-date replies in their
entirety either within or as an annex to the report (1).
In relation to the particularly appropriate date of the 31st December
1972

~

the report is not restricted to the 4 year reference period of 31st

December 1968 to 31st December 1972, but strives to present a survey which
is both brief and as complete as possible concerning the changes occurring
in the six Member States since 1958.

It brings to light not only the irre-

futable progress made in the field of wage equality, but also the gaps
and inadequacies which still persist and for whose elimination the Commission
proposes a number of concrete measures.
(1) Stencilled copies of these national replies are available at the
Commission from the Directorate-General for Social Affairs.

- 3 The report consists o.:f .4 P.~rtfi..

The first part sets out the

situation at the legal level - starting with an analysis of the nature
and portent· of Article 119 and examining the different legislations and
national regulations.

The second pa!i reviews developments in collective

agreements, and a third part the changes in the actual situation.

The

·. .!£2._rth_p_art is ·devoted to the statistical aspects· of the problem, i.e.
in particular to the important information which has been and will be
obtained from the-Community enquiries on the strlJcture arid distribution
of salaries.
Two new additions to this report should be pointed out : the first
consists of an appraisal of contractual social security systems which are
complementary to one another, which follow on the decision given on_the
25th May 1971 by the Court of Justice of the European Communi ties in . cas.e
No. 80/?0.

The second innovation is the extension of the report to cover

several more general problems relating to the employment of women and
certain measures taken to help them towards better work and working
conditions to the extent that these have an influence in the field of
wages.
The final part presents the

"Conclus~"

of the Commission which

establish the lines of action to be followed by all the interested bodies,
i.e. : public authorities, e.mployer-worker organisations (social partners)
arid by the Commission itself.
This report only concerns the 6 original Member States of the .
European Communi ties.

An additional report on the si tuatiQn in ·the three

new Member Countries is now being drafted.

- 4 A. THE LEGAL. SITUATION
_)

Foreword
2.

The main question which

a~6se

from the very beginning, at the legal

level, was that of whether Article 119 constituted a provision that could
be directly applied.

Had it done so, in fact, it would have created rights

for individuals which national legal authorities were bound to safeguard.
The EEC Treaty contains a

seri~s

of provisions which have been

i

recognised as directly applicable by the Court of Justice of the European
Communities.

According to this jurisprudence, this character has to be

accepted for all those provisions which contain precise, complete obligations
and which do not give the States concerneq any right to eY-ercise discretion
in such a way as to exclude either all or some of the effects of their
obligations under the Treaty.

Consequently, these provisions can be invoked
'

before a national judge, if the State concerned allows the stipulated deadline to pass by without complying with the obligations the provisions impose
\ on it.'
.. /

'

As far as Article 119 is concerned, one finds that it meets with these
criteria in a different way according to whether the principle of equal wages
has to be put into effect

~.n

the relationship between the States and indivi-

duals, on the one hand, or in the relationship between individuals, on the
other.

While, in the first instance, it is evident that the obligation

stemming from Article 119 binds the Member States directly - since the date
which Article 119 lays down for the carrying out·of

thi~

obligation is long

since past - it seems, on the other hand, that one cannot very well assume
that Article 119 is directly applicable to the relationship between individuals.
One notes, above all, that the aforementioned jurisprudence of the Court of
Justice has been developed through the interpretation of provisions of the
Treaty concerning the relationship between States and individuals.

In order

to be directly. applicable to the relationship between individuals, Article 11)
would have had to be drafted objectively and addressed to individuals, as is
the case for Article 85 of the EEC Treaty, for example,

However, Article 119

refers solely to the Member States.
In addition, the problem of wage disparities in this sphere is very
complex and demands various and multiple- actions for its solution.

The

- 5 putting into effect of the principle of equal wages ought to be the result
of the action which the States are obliged to take under the terms of
Article 119.
A fortiori this conclusion applies to Convention No. 100 of the
ILO, which has now been ratified by all the Member States

by Belgium in

1952, by Franr:e in 1953, by Germany and Italy in 1956, by Luxembourg in
1967 and by the

pet~ds

in 1971.

In fact, the obligations (1) which

this Convention imposes on the States which have ratified it are of no
greater legal scope than those which result from Article 119 of the EEC
Treaty, backed-up by the Resolution of the Conference of the Member States
of 30 December 1961.

,..

(1) Article 2 of the said Convention stipulates that :
1. Each Member shall, by means appropriate to the ~ethods in operation
for determining rates of remuneration, promote and, in so far as is
consistent with such methods, ensure th~ application to all workers
of the principle of equal remuneration for men and women workers for
work of equal value.
2. This principle may be applied by means of :
a)
b)
·c)
d)

national laws or regulations;
legally established or recognised machinery for wage determination;
collective agreements between employers and workers; or
a combination of these variousrmeans.

- 6 I. The right to an equal wage

3.

As \ITe have seen·, the only rights which can be invoked. before a

national court are those following from natlonal laws and statutes or,
possibly, ·from a collective agreement or an individual work contract.
It is clear that; within a country, two methods can be used, either
~eparately

or together, by the public authorities :

- through legislation, the worker can be given a personal right to an "equal
wage", quite independently of the contents of collective agreements;
- signatories of collective agreements can be obliged to include the

pri~ciple

of equality in their agreements and, by this'very token, undertake to
respect it.
The second method, when used in isolation, is undeniably inadequate :
indeed, on the one hand, not all workers

a~e

_covered by ,collective agreements

and, on the other hand, effective penalties are difficult to establish and,
furthermore, to apply.
This difficulty was, moreover, recognised by the Resolution of the
Conference of the Member States of 30 December 1961, in which the signatories
declare that they ''will ,..take ••• the appropriate steps ••• in order to ensure
that the principle of equal remuneration for men and women is applied to fema:.~
workers, in such a way that this principle might be protected by-the courts.
These steps, which will entail either legal and statutory measures or, when
.!.h.=\:s method is organised and adequate, the interven.:L:i,..2.n of co.J!l:gulsory collect~.2;~
~~~~~

ought to result in the principle of equal wages for men and women

being put into effect 11 •

4.

In certain States, the right to equal remuneration was recognised by

the law before the Treaty of Rome.· Thus, in

yerrl!.~!-}.Y,

this right has featured

in the Constitution of several Lander since 1945; in 1949, the Constitution
of the Federal Republic laid down that "Men and women have equal rights" and
that ''nobody may be placed either at an advantage or at a disadvantage becauce

')

of his or her sex 11 (Art. · 3).

- 7The principle of prohibiting discrimination is reiterated in the law
on the organisation of companies of 11 October 1952, in the ney 1~~ t~~.
2-~§..I'!;isation

of companies which came into effect on 19th Janue.ry 1972 and in

that of 5 August 1955 on staff representation.

Doctrine and jurisprudence

- particularly that of the Federal Labour Tribunal - consider that Article
3 of the

Constituti~n

is·a positive legal standard directly applicable to

equality in respect of pay and just as binding for State authorities as for
signatories of collective agreements.

This results in the complete invalidity

cf all discriminatory clauses in agreements which could, ultimately 1 entail
the invalidity of all agreements.
In Italy, Article 37 .of the Constitution, which has been' in force
sir:.ce 1 January 1948, stipulates that "a woman who works has the same rights
and, if the work is equal, reeeives the same payments as a working man".
After a certain amount of initial hesitation, doctrine and jurisprudence have
recognised this provision as having binding force; it has a direct bearing on
the relationship between indiViduals and results in a personal right to wage
equality, which can be appealed. to in law.

Clauses in contracts which are

contrary to the constitutional provision are null and void and should by
right be replaced by the latter.

Moreover, specific provisions exist for

the civil service, female workers employed by the State and some occupational
categories (caretakers, etc.).
In !_elgium, until

1Q_Q7, only those female workers covered by a

collective agreement, whether compulsory or not (unless, in the second case,
a clause to the contrary was included in an individual work contract), could
assert their claims to equal wages.

In 1967, the Royal Decree No. 40 of

24 October 1967 (since replaced by the law of 16 March 1971) laid down that
"any female worker can bring an action, before the competent legal authorities
with the aim of getting the principle of equal remuneration for male and female
workers applied".

The law of 5 December 1968 gave Trade Unions the right to

take legal action to defend the rights to which their members are entitled
under collective agreements.

No mandate is necessaty and such action can be

taken even against the wish of the workers.

This law also foresees that the

Minister of Work and Employment could refuse to give binding force to a
discriminatory collective agreement and that the Royal Decree which would
have extended such a collective agreement outside the immediate parties to
it could be repealed.

Further, an appeal to the Council of State can be

presented against discriminatory collective agreements which are made
compulsory.

The repeal pronounced by the Council takes effect ''erga omnes"(1).

(1) Binding on persons not directly parties to the agreement.

!~

- 8 In france, the decrees passed in 1946 under the system for the
.

'

fixing of wages by the Authorities cancelled the provisions on the lower
rates for female workers authorised previously.

The average, minimum and

maximum wages were therefore fixed at the same rates for men and women,
on the basis of the occupational'branch and skills (unskilled labourer,
trained labourer, specialised worker, skilled worker, highly skilled worker).
In 1950 1 at the time of the return to wage freedoin, the law limited itself
~~

:ixing thA

~rinciple

that, in the fixing of individual wages, minimum

leg&l rates'(SMIG) and minimum rates for particular occupations should be
respected, the latter being negotiated jointly from then on in the frameOn the other han~, collective agree~8n~c

wofk of collective agreements.

which· seemed likely to be extended had to include clauses laying dc1rm 1..lie
-

.

manner of the applicat~6n of the prin6iple "equal wages for equal work''•
These provisions were strengthened by the law of 13 July 1971, which obliges
signatories of collective agreements to provide for proceduces to settle any
difficulties
of the

~946

~h~ch

might arise in this

~-sphere.

Furthermr)r 3 ~ the preamble

Constitution, confirmed by the 1958

Constitutio~,

laid down in

gene::-al terms that "the law, in . all respects, gua:r.antees women rights equal
to thqse of men" •. The French.government·maintains that,- in cases when the
right to au equal wage_. is not laid down by a collective agreement, the
of

~he Con~titution,

preamb~·-'

.which expresses a general legal principle, can consti tut.e

the basis. for court proceedtngs.

However, no ruling in this respect has been

given in France.

]p 1972, the French government prepared a draft bill for a law relating
to equal pay for men and women doing the same work, or work of equal value.
This has been adopted by the Parliament and was promulgated on the
~~l?er

1972.

This

~~

22~d

which clearly sets out the general principle of the

equality of men and women as laid down in the

Constitution~

gives a precise

juridical base to suits brought before competent jurisdic.tions _by wage-ear.ne'r::affected, and allows for the application of sanctions where infractions are
found to exist.

In addition," the law declares void any arrangement figuring

es:,oecially in any work contract, collective agreeme!"1t, wage agreement'·
settlement or scale resulting from the decision of an

~mployer o~

~Jags

a group of

emp-loyers and which contravenes the principle of equality.
_To deal with the difficul tie.s which can occur should
the law provides for a

~~

th~

law be applied,

(1) after consultation with -the C<J·1mcil of· State

(1) This decree was adopted on the 27th March 1973.

- 9 -

to settle the procedure which should be followed on the hypothesis that

t~e

conflicts which would arise between interested parties would be most notably
in relation to the norms, tests and bases of calculation used to establish
remuneration and aimed at by article 2 of the .law.

In particular, this text

S:;Jecifies the facts which must be communicated to the Inspector of Labour to
enable him to intervene with a comprehensive knowledge of the case, as well
as of the form of the enquiry he will have to conduct.

In addition, it also

specifies the conditions he must comply with in the general notification of
the text of the law and relevant rules for its application.

As regards

sanctions, given the necessity of creating them in conformity with the
intention of the legislature and as an effective protection for those workers
,., , co:1l.i be made the object of discrimination : criminal sanctions (fines)
have been retained which are severe enough to constitute a very real element
of dissuasion for employers who deliberately fail to fulfil their legal
obligations.
In :&_uxeinbo'-!!..5. t since the law of 12. June 1965 {Art. 4) 1 all collective
work agreements have to lay down the manner in which the principle of equal
pay is applie.d.

On the other hand., . the law of 23 June 1963 fixing the salary

system for civil servants, confirmed the
workers in the public

~Sector.

pri~ciple

of non-d:j..scrimination for

The Luxembourg Government considers that, ·since

the principle of equal wages has been formally established in legal and statutory texts, all female work'ers, regardless of whether they are covered by a
collective agreement or not (in respect of the latter case the Commission
expresses serious doubts (

1

))

are entitled to appeal before legal authorities

for the application of this principle.
In the Netherlands, no general legal or

stat~tory

provisions have been

adopted with a view to putting the principle of equal pay into' effect.
Consequently, apa~t from the arrangements for the application of a minimum
legal wage, the right to equal wages results solely from a collective agreem8nt or an individual work contract (2).

In 1972, when Convention No. 100

of the ILO (International Labour Organisation) was ratified and came into
effect, the Economic and Social Committee was asked to draft an opinion with
the aim of finding out how the achievement of the principle of equal wages
could be ensured.

Among the points to be covered by this opinion will be.

the question as to whether an individual right should be given to each and
CONCLUSIONS 11 § 36 a).
(2) Cf. "CONCLUSIONS 11 § 36 a).

(1) Cf.

11

- 10 every woman if, in rarticular, the conc-~pt of "work of the same valueu does
not require more precise definitipn 1 and, -similarly, on the expediency of
forming an advisory committee to serve.as an intermediary between the judge
and the individual concerned.

5.

Up to now, we have examined

who consider themselves to have
situation.

th~

bee~

possibilities of appeal for

individuaJ~

wronged by a discriminatory provision

o~

However, we must also look ·at the possible legal reactions aga:i·:;:-<

illegal clauses in an agreement; it is conceivable, in fact, that public
authorities have the power to make such a provision null and void.

Furthe:r.·-

more, it should be remembered that, in the aforementioned "Resolution" of
30 December 1961, the six governments undertook to refuse to extend the
binding force "erga omnes" to

discrimina~ory

collective agreements.

From these two aspects, the situation in the six countries is as
follows.

First of all, in no country,. except the

Net~~~~

does the

governwent have the power to cancel a discriminatory collective agreement.
At the end of 1970 1 the Dutch government, while \'taiting for th<:l opinion
requested from the Economic and Social Committee on the-instruments of ant:i.cyclic~l

policy, declared that it did not intend to apply Article 8 of the

law relating to wage fo:.;:l]lation.

This article confers on public authorities

the power, in certain circumstances, to declare that certain clauses in
collective agreements are not binding.

On the other hand, the Netherlands

is the only country to have made collective agreements, in which the equality
of men and women in respect of pay was not put into effect, binding ''erga
omnes".

6.

At the level of the practical application of clauses in collective

agreements, it should be remembered that, in

Bel~ium

penal sanctions exist

to combat the non-observance of collective agreements made binding.

In

France, as has already been seen, penalties are provided for any violation
of the principle of equality.
While in Luxembou!K
"''.')
'•····"''

~nd f~~

the Work Inspector is responsible,

among other things 1 for controlling the application of the principle of
equality, in
field.

In

It~,

~a~.

bY legislation.

this inspector deals solely with supervision in this
and Hollandt no administrative checks are provided for

~

11 -

As far as France is concerned however, the C.F.D.T. notes that the
numbers of work inspectors are insufficient to deal with the mass of tasks
they must accomplish.

The C.G.T. for its part, considers that while the

extension of opportunities for governmental action given by the law should
not be minimised, yet the usefulness of the latter is limited by the
difficulty of bringing to light certain wage discriminations which are
.

.

often hidden and this prevents the effective intervention of the Works
Inspector.

- 12 -

II.· "Eg_ual pay" ~:~.nd "equal worktt

7.

Article 119 is very explicit in respect of the notion of ''equal

payH

"for the purposes of this Article, "pay 11 shall mean the ordinary

basic or minimum wage or salary and any other consideration whether in
cash or in kind, which the worker receives, directly or indirectly, in
respect of his employment from his employer 11 •

Consequently, with the

exception of the instance described in th·e following point, as far as
the definition of benefits paid " ••• indirec'tly" is concerned 1 the notion
of "equal pay" has never caused any problems up to now, neither in respect
of vlork paid by the hour nor in respect of piece-work •.
The situation is quite different regarding the notion of· 11 equal work:',
for which Article 119 gives no precise definition apart from the indication
which can be found in.the last paragraph of the article, namely that

"Ec;ua;

pay without discrimination based on sex means :
a) that' pay for the same work at piece-rates shall be· calculated on the ba.sir,
of the same unit of measurement; and
.,b)~

that pay for work at time rates shall be the same for the same job 11 •
In this connection, jurisprudence exists in

Ital~

and GermaEZ•

It

follows from this jurisprudence that
- when men and women are paid by the hour, it is not admissible

~o

pay a

reduced wage to women on the basis of the lower yield of their work,
because remuneration by the hour is based not on the result obtained but
on the period of time during which the company commands the services of
the worker;
- the notion of "equal
work" cannot
on_ the . eco.nomic equivalence of
.
.
.depend
.
the work done : it ought to be defined by the use of objective criteria
'

-

for the ·scientific evaluation of jobs;
- equality is,

therefore~

determined exclusively by the job done, indepen-

dently of the results obtained and the sex of the worker.
Furthermore, this jurisprudence stipulates that no weight may be
attached to the fact that the cost of female labour is higher - owing to
the laws on the social protection of women.

- 13 This interpretation is in accordance with that of the European
Commission which, in its Recommendation to the Member States of 20 July

~~

1960, expressed the view that "the factors affecting the cost of the employment or the yield of female labour should not be considered in the case of
work paid by the. hour".

8.

As has been stated in

th~

previous point, the interpretation of the

eA.'1Jression : · "consideration· ••• which the worker receives indirectly" posed
a legal problem in c6nnedtion with only one of its aspects. ·One might,
indeed,

have taken it to include a reference to "indirect wages 11 1

e~sily

that is, the various benefits stemming from social security systems.

The

Court. of Justice of the European Communities had occasion to give a verdict
on this matter on 25 May 1971, in case 80/70.

It formally ruled out the

possibility of legal social security systems and, in particular, retirement
pension systems coming under the field of application of Article 119 but,
in principle, accepted the possibility of it including social security
systems and allowances comprising "an element of negotiate,d agreement
within the company or the occupational branch concerned".
The reference to complementary
social
security systems seems clear :
.
.
the Commission has therefore requested the Member States and employers and
unions. to provide it with' information on the way in which the principle of
equality is respected within these systems.

The Belgian government has

expressed the opinion that this matter does not come under the field of
application of Article

119~

The F.E.B. rallying to the support of the

government stance, states that, after a rapid survey at the level of the
major sectors, it was possible to establish that there was no discrimination
in this sphere.
In the

~~rlands,

in pension funds

fo~

it emerged from n study of the situation of women

various branches of activity (on 1 January 1969) that

women are not allowed to join 25 % of the pension funds of the
examined.

establishmen·~s

As far as the funds which women are allowed to join are concerned,

it transpired that - assuming a constant identical wage
average per fund of 89,6

% of

the pension paid to men.

they can· get an
This lower pension

- 14
rate is, among other things, due' t6 the lower pensionable age fixed for
women by some of these pension . funds ( 1).
The

~r

countries deny the existence of discrimination.

'/

/'

:_

.·

(1) In respect of benefits in the,case, of unemployment, it should be noted
that in principle no distinction is made during the first six months
of unemployment in the legal right to benefits payable as between men
and women. After six months of unemployment, the married woman no
longer has any right- to benefits unles~·she is head of a family. The
minimum benefit provided for in the legal regulations is only payable
to heads of families and to unmarried tl'orkers aged 40 years and over,
who, for the pur~oses ot application of this clause, a~e also pre~bmed
to be hee_d of a family.
On the other hand, whereas a married man is
presumed to be the head of a family,; a married woman must prove this
status in order to obtain the fringe benefits in case of illness or
inability to work provided for in some collective agreements, this
right being linked to a minimum age limit.

- 15 III.

~mum

legal wage

9.

The principle of equality must obviously·apply to the minimum legal

wage.

In their Resolution of 30 December 1961, the Member States declared

[•,s discriminatory "the application of the minimum compulsory wage .to men
alone or the fixing of this wage at different levels for men and women".
In this regard, the principle is fully respected : there is no indication
of any discrimination in the three countries in which a minimum legal wage
is laid down by legislation, that is, in France, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands.
In France, the rate of the minimum legal hourly wage (SMIG and
subsequently SMIC) which applies to workers over 18 years of age has always
been identical for men and for women.

It is equal for all sectbrs.

Only a

fe-.r. categories of workers are not covered by it : caretakers and domestic
staff, in particular.

The rate of the SMIC has been fixed at 4.,55 FF per

hour since 1 November 1972 (1).

There is no possibility of it

~eing

waived.

Lower rates independent of sex, are laid down for young people under 18
years of age,.

These no longer apply once a person has worked for six months.

In fuxembourg, the .minimum social wage is compulsory for employers
and workers,'with the

exc~ption

of domestic staff and the sectors of farming,

vine-growing and market gardening.
aged between 15 and 18; a 20

Lower rates are laid down fer young people

% supplement is laid down for skilled workers.

On 1 November 1972, the minimum monthly wage was 8.306 F.Lux.

Since 1963,

the same rate of the minimum social wage has applied to men and women.
Provision is made for the temporary exemption of employers who consider that
the situation of their company does not permit them to apply the minimum
rates of pay but no requests for such exemption have been made since 1965 (2).
In the

Netherland~,

when wages could be regulated by the

the decisions of the Group of State

Mediators,impos~d

Authoritie~,

identical minimum

rates for the payment of male workers and female w.orkere doing the same job
in the same company under the same conditions ("mixed" jobs). These decisions

(1) Fixed at 4,64 FF per hour s+nce 1 Febrpary1973,.
(2) A sweeping reform of the minimum social wage has been affected by a law
passed on 12 March 1973 which most notably fixes the minimum monthly
wage rate as from 1 March 1973 at 9.400 F.Lux. for a 40 hour weekly
work period. The law has retained provisions recognising the possibility of derogation from these norms.

/J·
··"

\ . •,;:,

- 16 also authorised the payment of the minimum wage to women doing "single-sex"
jobs, if the collective agreement or the wage system in question did not lay
down lower rates because of the sex of the worker.

The law of 27 Noverr:b8.<:

1968, which came into force on 23 Februa!l:__l2_1?2, replaced the provisions
decided on by the State Mediators.

This law fixes a single minimvm wa;se

applicable to all workers, whether male or female, apart from :
- rersons of less than 23 years of age.
population, 15 to 25

% are

Out of the total male wage-earning

less than 23 years of age; out of the total

female wage-earning population, 55 to 60

% are

less than 23 years of age;

- persons aged 65 and over;
- persons •Hho, as a general rule 1 do not work for more than one third of ,
normal working hours.
On 1 July 1972, the minimum weekly wage amounted to 198,60 guilders.
After this law came into force, the government autho:::-ised the
·:·)

temporary waiving of the legal stipulations for a number of .tro.nches of
acti·.ri ti~s
and
'
11

largely. for female. workers doing so-,..:.alled

comp~nies,

'

single-sex 11 jobs.

The last two authorisation!> expired during th_e
/

~lf-

£~

,·

of 1972.
As far as the respecting of

concerned,

~e

th~se

provisions on a minimum wage is

end of 1971 the Central Bureau of Statistics organised

a survey covering about 50.000 companies, institutions and persons working
in the liberal professions, and concerning the
a salary equal to or below the minimum wage.
and about

6o.oco

n~mber

of workers receiving

About 24.000 male workers,

female workers would seem to be in this position. However,

it is not possible to distinguish between those workers receiving a minimum
salary and those who receive less •

. ; ..
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B. DEVELOPMENTS IN COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS

---

Foreword

-·~

10.

A. reminder was given, during the,_examination of developments at the

legal level, of the role played by collective agreements in the application
of the principle of equal wages.
recognis~d~y

Even when the right to an equal wage is

legislation, which t~e Commission has always considered to be

an essential condition, inadequate though it may be, it is chiefly through
these agreements that it ought to be possible to achieve equal wages.
The gradual action taken at the level of collective agreements for
the implementation of Article 119 ought to relate :
on the one hand, to wage scales, in order to prevent different rates
being laid down for men and women (direct discrimination);
- and, on the other hand, to job classification systems, in order to avoid
both the practice of reserving certain categories 'almost exclusively for
women and the systematic under-rating of female labour within categories
which are apparent11. "common" to .men and women (indirect discrimination) (1).
Assessment .of the situation is largely positive as far as instances
of direct discrimination are concerned, except in one .countfy 1 the !:!2_therl,.£!!;];s_.~
where, however, progress has been made

~uring

recent years.

In the field of indirect discrimination, on the other hand, even though
great progress has been made, a certain number of problems still linger.
11.

However, the improvements obtained only concern female workers covered

by a collective agreement.
in all the Member States.

In this respect, the situation is not identical
In Belgium, it is estimated that the number of

female workers who are not protected by a collective wage agreement is
extremely low,

For certain activities, however, there is no joint committee

or the intended joint committee does not function (this is the case, for
example, of the auxiliary joint committee for factory hands).

---------·----------(1) The latter aspect

will be examined more closely in Part C.

In~~~

- 18 a certain number of workers are not protected by a collective agreement
in·the liberal professions, small businesses,

·a.

number of food industries

and in mixed farming and stock rearing in 13 departments.
are found in the sector of craftsmen

~md

domestic staff.

In !_tell, gaps
In

~xembo~,

the same applies for the wood-working sector and a small proportion 9f
the food

sec~or.

In Germany, the number of worl{ers (male and female) not

covered by a collective agreement is appnrently some':lhere between 500,000
and 1 million, distributed amongst several brt-,·nches.

It is in the

NetherJ3.'"~~'.'

that the situation is the least·satisfactory : between 20 and 25% of the
wage-ea~riing

poptilation are not covered by a collective

regulations based on the law on wage structures,

17%.

.r'

ag~eement

or by

Waf~

In 1964, this figure was

- 19 I. Direct discrimination
As far as direct discrimination is concerned, it is interesting to

12.

give a reminder of the changes which have taken place in the member
In

~elgiu~,

countries~

the government initially insisted on the fact that Article 119

and, in addition, Convention.No. 100, did not have any direct effect in
respect of individuals and could not alter the traditional methods governing
the structuring of wages, since these remained within the competence of
employers and unions or the parties themselves.

The joint.committees, the

only bodies entrusted with the structuring of wages, were ·therefore responsible for. the putting into effect. of the principle of equality.

In view of

this,·the Minister ol Employment and Labour invited the committees to adapt
collective agreements to the principles of the Resolution of 30 December 1901
and announced his intention of no longer presenting for the signature of th0
King such draft decrees as conferred binding force on discriminatory collec~
tive agreements. There has, in fact, been evidence of a gradual reduction
both in the differences between the scales for men and those for women and
in the number of female workers involved

in 1963, it was estimated that,

in a large number of industrial branches employing 80 to 85

% of

female

labour, the difference in remuneration given under collective agreements
varied between 15 and 13

%.

/'

The Belgian government has reported that, at present, differences,
generally in the region of 5

Boo

female workers.

%,

are found in a few branches employing about

The list of discriminatory collective agreements sent

by the unions, the CSC and the FGTB, varies only very slightly.
In the petroleum sector, equality has been assured in two stages,
half _sm 1 January_1 W,. and half on 1 January ..1..2,Zg_, by gre.dually raising
the rates for female workers and for women doing unskilled work to the
rates for unskilled labourers.
In ~rma:qy, the Minister of Labour, after the Resolution of the
Conference of the Member States of 30 December 1961, called on employers
and unions to carry out the obligations assumed at community level.
appeal generally resulted in positive effects when it came to the

His

~enewal

of collective agreements.
Thus, at the end of 1964, direct discrimination no longer existed
except in agriculture in one Land and in the leather industry.

At the end

of 1968, discrimination only existed in the latter branch, ~ce when even
these cases of discrimination

~

been removed.

- 20 -

In France, some cases of direct discrimination which still existed
at the end of 1968 have now disappeared.

These cases involved distinct

job categories in the shoe industry and in tanning which were abolished
in 1970. The C.G.T. considers that some problems still exist in publishing.
In

Ital~,

the first step towards equality was taken with two inter-

confederal agreements reached in 1945; they stipulated that : ''when women
take on work \ohich is traditionally done by male labour, in equal working
conditions and with an equal qualitative and quantitative yield, they will
receive the contractual wage laid down for men".

Stress should be laid on

this formula, which referred to eq.uali ty of yield in addition to equality
of work.

These agreements, however, foresee salary scales with different

minimum wages.

After the Resolution of 30 December 1961, a considerable

contractual movement led to the gradual, and almost complete, removal of
contractual differences.

The government contributed to this by the organisa-

tion of high-level tripartite talks and by·i~tervening with employers and
unions.· The few instances of discrimination which still existed at the end
of 1960 (preserved veg·etables road haulage) have since disappeared.
The new wage and social discriminations which strike most often at
women can be found in the field of "work at home".

According to some

estimates, one and a half million workers of whom 3/4 ~re women, are engaged
in this form of work, which is now in the process of expanding.

Only

4o.or·o

of these workers are protected by legislation concerning salaried employme:i1.
The others are regarded as self-employed, but in fact, according to the
unions, are involved in disguised salaried work.

tr~0~

The difference in pay as

compared with those workers not working at home is considerable.

Several

laws to improve the situation have been introduced.
The employers organisation, while having its reservations on the
real import of this phen?menon, agrees that the time has come for legisla~
tive reform.

It shoula be pointed out that this does not concern discrimina-

tion against women only but also against the whole section of home workers.

- 21 In Luxemboure;, all discrimination had already disappeared from
collective agreements by
In the

1964.

~~~~-~!L~·

there still exist a certain number of

agreemei).tS which provided for different wages ·for men arid. women.

collectiv~

However,

the differences have been gradually reduced and the number pf female workers
concerned has decreased considerably in the course of recent years.
Thus,

~9e

31 December 1968, equal pay for positions considered to

be ''non-mixed" has been achieved in a· certain number of sectors, like the
indust.ry of raw materials for bakeries 1 bulb-growing concerns, for the drink
industry, the Gouda pottery industry,

th~

frtiit and vegetable processing

industry, hotel serving staff, cafes and restaurants, the button industry,
the leather industry, the rubber and thermo.:.plastic material~ industt:y,
and the cigar industry.
In some sectors, equal wages had n.o.t _been put into effect by
1 July 1972.

This was the case in the bakeries (differences between 10

and 22 %), in the clothing industry (?%

~

%

8 %), the ceramic. wprks at

Maastricht (10 %), the footwear industry (5 %), the textile industry (9,5
11,5

%)

and the laundry industry (3,5

%).
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· 13.

Indirect discrimination results from job classification systems.

It can arise, as has been recalled, in two different ways :
a) at the level of collective agreements themselves, through job categories reserved exclusively for women;
b) at the level of their practical application, through the under-classification of women within job categories which are either too strictly
limited, or lacking in sufficient precision.

14.

In Belgium, categories exclusively reserved for women existed, for

example, in the textile sector'· metal-engineering, etc.

The great majority

of these had disappeared by the end of 1964 and such clauses have now
virtually _ceased to appear in collective agreements.

The only 'exceptions

are in a number of food. sub~sectors.
In German1, a single classification was theoretically arrived at
between 1955 and 1964.
opinion that, despite
still had to be

At that time, however, the. trade unions were of the
t~e

settle~.

substantial progress made, a number of problems
· Irt fact, certain

coll~ctive

agreements made it

possible to get round. ·the· provisions on an "equal wage"' largely by means
of two methods known respectively as "vertical discrimination" and "horizontal
discrimination".

The first method consisted of creating job categories for

which the coefficient of pay was lower than thnt laid down for an unskilled
labourer.

These categories were not solely for women but the activities

were defined in such a way as to reserve them almost exclusively for women.
The second

~ethod

consisted of laying down, besides the lowest paid job

categories, "light work" categories which were defined in such a way as to
become, in fact, purely female categories.
considered that these categories of

11

For their part, employers

light work" did not give rise to

discrimination because they were applicable to men as well as to women.
This

controve~sy

is still

goin~

on : since 1962, the federal government

has been urging employers and unions to clarify· and settle this question in
tne framework of a general study on job evaluation.

Agreement on the method

- 23 to be followed for this study has finally proved possible; it hns been
been tried out in a company.

However, because of the difficulties encounte···

red in the evaluation of different jobs, it has become unlikely that a
genernl survey on these lines could be voluntarily carried out.

If it

should prove impossible for the ·workers and employers organisations (social
partners) to reach agreement, the federal government could find itself
confronted with the problem of having to resort to a "law providing for a
survey" in order to finally solve the problem.
~wo

..

points should be stressed in'this respect

- on the one hand, these "light work" categories are still wide-spread;
- on the other hand, a series of joint agreements have been reached in
several branches in order to abolish either the categories as such or the
lower wages which they entail.

In the chemical sector, for example, an

agreement reached in 1969 provides fq:r:tbe gradual reduction of lower
wages, with equality being planned fo:r;' 1975.

By that time, "light work"

categories will have been abolished.

')

However, the Christian union, the CGB,

consi~ers

that the relative

position of men and women has not been changed by these agreements.

,..

On the other hand, a special effort has been·made in the food sector,
by means of a model, prepared by the trade union ·NGG, for an "integrated
method of calculating salaries and wages".

It takes account of all the

characteristics of a job : "skills and responsibility", "space and surroundings", "the carrying out of the work".

This method, which is suited

to modern industrial procedures, enables the factor of subjective evaluation
to be eliminated in fixing wages.
In Italr, an agreement between the confederations of industrial
employers ·organisations and unions was reached on 16 July 1960 regarding
the establishment of a programme for the unification of classifications,
to be put into effect through branch agreements.

For factory workers, this

agreement laid down a single eight-category classification, instead of the
categories laid down.previously (four for men and three for women).

For

office workers, the agreement laid down a single six-category classification
(instead of four for men and four for women).

At the end of 1964, num9roJJ.s

branch agreements had already adopted this system, and frequently reduced
the number of categories, generally down to five, both for office workers

- 24 and factory workers.

In agriculture, on the,other hand, typically female

categories existed which could not be compared or assimilated with male
activities (flower pickers, etc.).
The classification of industrial staff into five groups has gradually
been harmonised, with the main aim of abolishing the lower categories in
which the vast majority of female

wo~k~rs

were

placed~

In some branches

of industr.y (shoes, hosiery and clothing) a reduction to three categories
for factory workers has been achieved.
Steps have been taken in the collective agreements of 1972 towards
overcoming different systems of job evaluation for factory hands and
employees, by progressing towards a system of single
cially

favour~ble

cl~ssific~tion ~spe

for women.

At present, there are no job,classifications in industry which are
exclusively reserved for women.

Some problems still have to be settled

in agriculture (olive and jasmine ~icker~).

In public administration, the

iinal marginal problems which still existed in respect of female workers

)

employed by the State we;~ settled by a decree in 1970.
In !:ranee, the sin_gle, classification. system introduced by the 1.946
decrees means_that

dire~t

discrimination .scarcely exists at the leveL of·

job classifications lai&.down by collective agreements.

On the other hand,

the law of 22 December 1972 stipulates that categories and tests for classifj_.
cation, and particularly tne manner o_f,.job evaluation, must· be the same for
workers of either sex.·
In ~uxembou~, at the end of 1964, the government and employers and
unions decided that the hierarchical structure and the job nomenclature
would be the same for men and women.

The situation has not changed since.

In the Netherlands, the classification system is that of job evaluatio:
the criteria used are objective and independent of the sex of the worker.
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c. THE ACTUAL SITUATION

,•'

®

'
Foreword
15.

In this chapter, an examination will be made both of the actual

situation which re-sults from the application of collective agreements-.
classification ~;stefus, boriuses and real wages - still in respect of the
principle of Article 119, and, at a more general level, of the situation
of-female labour in the working world as a whole and of'the measures adopted
or planned to.impr.ove this situat!ion.

For the first time, in fact, the

Commission has asked the Member States a number of questions aimed at defining the general sociological context in which the problem of wage equality
belongs and, more especially, to outline the influence which is exerted on
the

structur~

of

wag~s

by a series of factors : traditional psycho-sociological

ideas, absenteeism, lack of occupational continuity and chariges of-employment,
the inferior preparation of women for the jobs

th~Y.

do within any _given

employ~

ment category, local labour supply and_demand conditions, the rate of union
membership· amongst women.
greatly from country

io

In this section, the results obtained, which vary

cou~~ry, will be outlined, after which a·r.eminder

will be given of the ri·ew· initiatives taken, both strictly in the sphere of
•

'•

~:

'

•

•

•

·:

•I

wages and·, more generally, in the advancement of women at work.

Obviously,

it is not intend·ed to describe all the measur~s taken for the latt·er purpose,
but only those wh~ich have a m.ore dir~ct impact in the sphere

of

wages.

'

....:z6:....:
I. The
~(\

16.

apvli~ation

of collective agreements

bo~~

job classifications,

real wages
For Belgium, the government mentions a series of difficulties in

method which make it very difficult to assess how far the practical application of collective agreements, seen from all its aspects, conform with
Article 119.
drawn up

It feels that t in the first place 1 the classification systems

ought to be analysed and

criticise~

from within.

Subsequently,

the results obtained ought to be compared with the results of a series of
specific surveys carried out within companies .: it is, in foot, impossible
to prove the existence of discriminatory practices without a thorough
analysis of the wage phenomenon, aimed at isolating the
the gToup of factors which determine wage structures.

11

sex11 factor from

Such research would

be difficult and exPensive.
The trade unions known as tP,e CSC and the FGTB consider that ,
generally speaking, the scientific systems for job classification are
correctly applied.

The same is true of the more empirical systems r but

it is far
. m.ore difficult to . ensure their reliable application.
In respect o.f real torages and bonuses 7 these unions consider that, at

the level of companies, differences exist between the rates
paid to men and those

p~~

to women for the same job.

ot

real t-mges

This re5ults in

there also being differences in respect of bonuses and gratuities which,
generally speaking, vary according to wages.,

17.

As far as Germany is concerned, the Employers' Federation (BDA)

maintains that all workers are classified on the basis of the same principles
and in acooro.ance with the description of jobs given iri 'the collective
agreements.

The trade unions have a different opinion.

Trade Unions (DGB )'

~d tli~
>

wage ·categories

'

ar~

The Federation of

Christian tlnion' (CGB )· cons ide·~ that 'the. lowest
'

'

virtually reserved for women only.

••

The DGB also adds

that companies systematically interpret the category given in agreements
as "light work., as

.

physically light work", which is oontra.I"J to the spirit

11

in which these agreements are negotiated.

It follows from this that,

particularly in branches in which a high proportion of employees are female,
all other job ~haraoterisiiios (responsibility, dexterity, job skills, etc.)

-. 27 '":"
are neglected, and all that is considered is the physical effort, which
results in the· underrating of women.
I. G. Met all, thiS is true of 80

%of

According to a survey carried out by
the women who work in the metal-. industries.

Furthermore, there aze low wage categories which employers do not even offer
to men.
The botmses and gratuities are paid to men and to women under the same
conditions.

However, they generDJ.ly vary according to wages, so -that the

lower the remuneration, the lower the bonus.
18.
In ~~r as has already l:J.een n9ted 1 the classification systems are
established exclusively in terms of the ,nature of the work to be done,
regardless of any factor relating to the sex of the worker.

The criteria

used by th;e employers. ancl unions in classifying various jobs within the
hierexchical categories defined by the collective agreements are largely
based on factors such as the level of training, the degree of responsibility,
the physical effort and the working conditions which are entailed, but they
also take account of qualities such as precision, speed and dexterit.J"during the
work itself. The criteria establi,shed according to the fixing of individlial
wages within companies are also independent :of the sex of the worker,.
H~rever,

a few problems have been raised : in 1968 1 the CFDT

considered that, in the practical application of classification systems,
too much importance was ~ttributed to male qualities (strength) to the
detriment of female qualities (dexterity).
share this opinion.

The French government does not

Furthermore, in i968 1 the CFDT pointed out that, in

the electronics industry, an. effort is made to attract girls with a CAP
(job aptitude certificate) for sewing, since employers thus have a guarantee
of their dext~rity, while not being obliged to pay them at the same rate as
trainecl workers,. The COT for its part drew attention to the fact that the
concentration of women in certain work-shops often made a. direct comparison
impossible. More generally, factors like the pronounced splitting up of
female \'Wrk, the link between wages and output and the non-recognition in
value terms of the qualities required of female workers (speed, dexterity)
all lead to women being deprived.
Additional wage benefits are common to workers of either sex.

If

female workers sometimes do not receive full advantage from these benefits,
it is because they do not alw~s fulfil the conditions of entitlement
(seniority, attendance).
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19.

In Ital;z, the classification systerr;s are applied in the same way to

workers· of either sex•

The criteria emplo;y'ed in .companies_ in f~~ng .indi-

vidual wage rates are independent of the worker's sex.
problems exist in agriculture concerning

share~roppers.

However, certain
Additional wage.

benefits (bonuses, gTatuities, etc.) are not generally differentiated
according to the sex of tho worker.

20.

In L~~, according to the Manufacturers 1 F~deration, virtually

no job categories are exclusively rE;"lsflrved for women, nor are there
differences in_ !'('!spect of bonuses. and ·gratuHi es.
in the fixing of individual

wag~s

have.to be

~ore

The criteria followed
or less independent of

the sex, of the worker, given the considerable labqur shortage which still
exists in the Grand-Duchy.

21.

In the pe~:2_~rJ;~;!'~!h bonuses and gratuities are calculated in relation

to the basic wo.ge wb.i.:::h 1 in a certain numb.er of fields, is still lower for
..

women,

...

..

.

According to the law on minimum salr:ries and

, every male and female

wa~e-carner

.

mi~imum

holic1ay born.J.ses,

who worl<s for more thaJ:?- _one tb.ird of the

period normally considered as a work period, has a

r:Lgh~

o.f at l~ast 6

In a certain nm.:"ber of

%of

the w[.,ge paid by the employer.

to a

hoLC~~r

bonus

collective agreements the right to a minimum holiday bo~ms is i.nc:uded but
/' ,.

is also linked to a minimum age

lim~.t..

As regards this la+.ter poiut ~ an

exception is made ·for vTo.t•kers who are married men or heads of

fcJ!::i~

ies 0

As to this poiJ.1t, in sbmr.l collectiYe agreements: ( ancl as, ·in pract ~.c8l

elsewhere) a inart'ied man is presumed -to be the head of a family, whereo.s
for o. married woman proof has to be; given of such status. ·

-.29II. The situation of l'TOmen at work and the causes for it
22.

The Belgian government considers th4t the factor~ reoal~ed in the Fore-

word of this section (traditi6na.l· ideas• etc.) have certainly influenced the."
structure of wages, but it maintains that it is

impossi~le

to assess their

real impact.
The CSC and FGTB unions emphasise the absence of reliable statistics
regarding absenteeism and consider that the factor which has the greatest
influence on classifying w~men in the lowest grades of the hiercrchy .is their
inadequate occupational training.

In fact, women are most oft.en · pla.oed in

low ca.tepories, bo=th in certain sectors of industry which are traditionally'
their preserve (photography, pharmaceutical proc1ucts, et·c.) ·and in other
sectors~

where they are lar@Sly employed on small assembly lines and in

finishing and packaging.

In the tertiary

sector~

certain jobs, such as

typing, remain almost exclusively the preserve of female

labour~

is true of the sector of nursing and child welfare.·

probl~m

difficult in respect of domestic ·staff.

The

The same
is even more

In the absence of a really active

"joint committee, working. conditions and wages are settled in an arbitrary
fashion and considerable differences are found to exist between men and women.
.This situation has repercussions for the possibilities of promotion
women have little chance of reaching responsible positions.
The Belgian unions tionsider that it is necessary to fight the tradi-.
tiona.1 ideas ab<>ut female labour

at;~d,

furthermore, to. .oppose

t~ose

who wish

to use women as a ''balance wheel" :for the cyclical situation, by drawing
them on to the labour market when the short-term economic situation is good
and laying them off when it becomes.less favourable.
23.

For Germa.n,y, the Employers' Federation (BDA) states that it is

impossible to give a reply to the qu.estions asked on the influence of certain
factors on the structure of wages, without a thorough sociological survey.
The DGB considers that traditional psycho-sociological ideas can still
be seen to influence the fixing of wages, despite the fact that the cogency
of such ideas is not confirmed by experience.

For example, absenteeism is no

higher amo11gst wor.1en than amongst men, the training possibilities. open to

~. ·.'

women are now far wider~ but they are still not being used fully; the reasons
for the interruption of occupational activity are well-known and are generally
accepted, as far as family reasons are concerned, for

ex~ple

: the high level

of employment· means that there is no distinction. between male a;r1d femcle
workers as regards labour supply.
On the other hand, female workers account for m1ly 15

%' of

the member-

ship of the DGB.
..

24.

According to the French goverrunent, there are no job categories >·Ihich

are almost exclusively reserved for women.

However, it is true that certain

jobs are done largely by female staff (nursing and orderly work, for example)
and that female labour
(social work, child

tradition~ly

.care,

concentratas on a certain number of jobs

hostessing, etc.).

Hithout always being pred'Ominant,

female labour is also relatively abundant in other sectors of activity :
administration, the liberal professions, trade 1 the teJct;ile industry, the
clothing industry, work at home.
A comparison of the results of "the 1968 census with those of tho 1962
census shoi'1S that wo~en are more willing 'to take jobs in the ter-tiary sector.
From a poll _car~~ed out in 1968 1 it emerges that the representation. of
women in a

~qer

of socio-occupational categories was as follows
r··

3,5% .
Female -foremen •• ~, ·• • ••• •., , • • • • :. 619 %

Engineers... • •.• , • •.••• • • ..... •. ,., o.

Technicia.hs. • • ~ • • ., • • • •• •••-•• , ,., •
Trained Workers •••·····•••••••••
.. Specialised _Workers , • , •• •• •, •• •

ll, 2

%

16 1 2%
2~, 2 %

Unskilled Workers • • ......... ._. • • . 29- 1 7 %
Apprentices ••~•••••••••••••••••

9,9%

The reasons why a considerable proportion of women are in the ·lower
categories of the hierarchy relate above all "to the problems of vocational
training, either because the skills taught ;are ill-adapted to the jobs
available or because w0men, in practice, benefit less than men from the
possibilities of training and further training,

)

The

o.G.T.

however,: states that it is not only a question of vocational

training because often salaries are unequal at an equal "training level. , In

-

31~.,.

fact (according to the opinion of this Union), the low level of woman's salaries
. is a -reJlection of one concept of the woman.• s role in society; a concept which
make!:J her. a cheaper source of labour.
For its part, the C,N,P,F. feels that female labour has

p~icular

characteristics as compared with the work of men : higher absenteeism, particularly at the least skilled levels, shorter working careers (although they

are, in ~act, tending to become longer) , the oondit ions ~or labour supply and
demand.

These characteristics can lead to considerable differences in real

wages, sometimes even in women's favour, particularly in the case of domestic
staff, but the C.N.P.F, considers that their greatest impact is on employment
and promotion possibilities.
25.

In Italy also, ~one no;tes the presence of a larger number of female

workers in the lowest gractes, which is probably due in some branches to the
lower level of vocational training.
On the other hand 1 there are no occupations or categories which are
exclusively reserved for women and, at a more generallevE\ll; one finds that
the situation of women has been evolving in a positive fashion.
at home", "woman at

't-JOrl~ 11

The "woman

alternative is no't-7 a thing of the past,. and a

woman 1 s right to take part in social and political life in all its forms is
now recognised.

19,5%

However, one finds that,

of'the total.

ifL_~,

working women made up only

This i~ probably la;gely due ·to the slackness of labour

demand but it can also be ·~ttributed. to. the tasks which the fem~e worker has
to carry out within her family, . taking into. account the inadequacy of social
services, and to the lack of competitiveness of femalE:J labour as compared
with male labour,
In respect of the development of"the series of etcio'logical factors
already referred to and their influence· on the· 11 e@.al wage" principle, one
notes that :
- the traditional idea of women only seeking an additional income is a thing
of the past;
- the rate .of absenteeism of female workers, while higher than th,at of llk'\le
workers (probably because cif motherhood and family duties), doe·s not have
any impact on negotiations, on wag~ equality;

- the level of the training of girls seeking work is no lower than that of
young men in the· same situation; in addition, as a general rule, one finds
an increase in the level of female education;

-

3~

-

the rate of union membership amongst women has been rising since 1968/1969;

.

- in certain rogi'ons characterised by

~

low level of employment t particulc..rly

outside agriculture, the demand for female labour is very low.
.

.

..

On the other

hand, it should increase as the result of development projects providing
for the creation of jobs in tourism and manufacturing industries.
All these factors also influence the i"lorldng career of women.

Problems

in this respect exist in all.sectors of the economy.
:'··'

26.

In Luxembourg, accoro.ing to the I-Ianufacturers' Federation, there are

categories in which a larger

~ber

~e

of women

the_ nature of the work' done (ctothing, food).

employed, but this is due to

The labour shortage which
.

~·\

contirru.es to exist il} the Grand:..D\i;dhy makes it imp()ssib].e for the various
sociological factors-mentioned to hav~ any i11fluence on the principle of
equality and the individual promotion of female workers•

27•

In the Netherlands, one finds that in a number of sectors, certain jobs

which are generally of a simple, routine kind; are done largely by women.

Two

reasons are given to explain the strong representation of women in the lower
categories of· the scale : on the one hanc., the low level of their trnlning and,
on the other hand, the ~~pt that the personnel policy of employers truces account
of the possibility (still with some slight justification) that a woman considers
an occupation as something temporary, to be done up Ul1til marriage.

A certain

change in this view of the role of woman in society has been seen in recent
years.

It' has helped to show up the

principle of equality •

soc~al

injustices of a:ny violation of the

On. the other he.nd, it has been found that sickness

leave is not more significant nmongst women than amongst
.

'

m~n

and it is considered

that the greater frequency of changes of employment amongs-t" women is due more
to the age of female workers - lower than that of male workers - than to
their sex.

- 33III. Some measures taken for the advancement of women

28.

of Belgium, an ove~all increase in the pay of w9men he,s
resulted from a number of alterations to clauses in collective agreements, such
as the raising of wages fixed at a specific amount (leather industry), the
reduction of the number of job categories (Philips) and the application of
classification methods drawn up jointly.
In

~spect

~~ore

generally, a series of actions have been undertaken by the government
to improve the vocational training of women. For example, retraining opportunities, traditionally reserved for male workers in the framework of improved
vocational training, have been· made available to \'Iomen. When o. woman•s level
of training does not give her direct access to a centre for rapid vocationaL
training, it is possible for her to receive individual training in an ad hoc
centre : similarly, for the tertiar,y sector, she can acquire· an all-pUrpose
office training. The Pre-training centres are also in operation. Finally,
the 1971-1975 plan includes measures intended to facilitate the tntegrat;on of
women into a working context a.nd to combat female imemployment.

29.
In Germa.riy, ·female workers can acquire job skills under the law on
occupational advancement, while receiv~ng assistance for the duration of their
training. When the training has been' completed, these workers can do a job
requiring greater skills.
30.
In France, a consultat~ve body was set up in September 1965 under the
aegis of the Minister responsible for Social Affairs. This body, which was
called the 11Resee.rch and Consultative Committee for Female Labour", was
replaced on 16 April 1971 by the "Committee for Female Labour", a body for
consultation and research on measures intended to adapt and improve the·
.working conditions of women and their integration into a working life.
This Committee - concluding a report on the causes of wage inequality
between men and women - made a certain number of proposals aimed at :
- the improved vocational training of women,
- the raising of abnormally low wages,
- the development of collective agreements and the improvement of procedures
to extend them.

- 34 - the ending of any effect which motherhood might have on the level of pay
for women,. ancL on ~heir promotion, , i
tjle

deve~opment

~ho

.. .

\'

of every kind of sodql facility._
mea~es

aime..cl

at giving women better opportunities for choice between the practising

of.~.

French government feels it has. adoptect a seri.ee; ,of

occupat~onal

activit;y- and their fanli:j.y life by granting an indemnity for tho

cost of nurseries.

A special effort to assist female workers has been made

as regards rapid ;iocationn.l trdning (with 'increasing attention l1eing given
to tertiary ~ccupations and to the electrical anc1 elcct.ronics industries)',
and also as

re5~ds

vocational guidance and placement.

Lastly, the law of 16 July 1211. relating
tr~ining 1

places women:,: heads of families or

childrGn, and who

to

conti.nuous vocational

thos~ 'who

have brought up three

ar~ 'following
courses of vocational training with a vie\'l''to
'
~

.

acquiring a qualification, in the '6-aroe; category as workers being retrained
- that is to say - as having a right to pay•
Moreover - further mention should be made of the·· law of 22 Def,)ember,.,l972
(stipulating that the same criteria for promotion must be applied to workers
)

of either sex) as being ~ne of the measures for the protection of women. ·.
The c.G.T. itself consiclers thl'!.t in reality the free choice for women
.•

•

:

•

·.~

' ,·

-

•

f

depends on considerations
very
different
from
of . the payment of
an
.
/•'
.
.
... that
.
. ..
.
.."
indemnitY .. fqr costs of a nttrsery -.as important though it may be - ~hie~ is
far from being the case.

In fact the free choice of women is cbnditi9ned by

vocational training, job opportunities close to their homes, the level of
wages hours and conditions of work 1 the time spent in travel and the provision
of . social and ra:m:i,.ly
facil:ltle$.
.
......
. .·.
·.

31.

=-,. ·::

. ·In. Luxembourg, the government is now putting the finishing touches to

a bill which provides for an improv~ment in the positio~ 6f a woman in case
of motherhood, both as regards pay and job security. ·. Ret;.lising the ever-·
increasing importance of part-time work for women in certain sections of the

.

economy, the government is coming round towards the idea of adopting specific
rules relating to part-time work.

A study is now in progress which relates

to the system of rules for this type of work, to the national insurance
system and to the tax system most likely to bo applicable.

- 3532.

In Italy, the trade unions have tried to improve the situation of

female workers placed in the lowest grades of the system and, at same· time, ·
that of all workers who are employed to· do the . least· skilled tasks. . The
unions have 'followed two guidelines :
- that of eliminating the lowest categories in collective· n.greements 1 •.
-.a;~ . company

level 1 that -~f ttreforming tasJ._cs 11 in order to raise the level

of voqationa.l training.

Female labour ha~ benefitted ?onsiderably from

these improvements.
The .public authorities do.not have a:ny specific progrnmmes for
improving the .vocational training of women. · lte'training progi-ammes which
.'

.

.

particularly concern female workers are anticipated in the textile industr,r·
in connection with the . . plans for the modernisation of this sector.
The establishment of a la:rge number_ of creches is laid down by the
law of 6 December 1911.
33.

.In the Netherlands, in order to improve the situation of women at

work, the.public authorities have unde~aken a series of actions in the
field of the irifo:rmation for women arld'employers, pla.cieinent (part-time)
and tra.iiling.

In a.dditiot}, an a.tterrtpt is being made'· to facilitate the

return. of women to the la.bour market..

A. bill laying down that workers

not

may
be dismissed in the case of pregria.ricy or marriage is being studied
at present.
Finally, the government has set up a. programme of courses for young
workers, with special attention being given to girls. Pilot schemes are
being carried .out to promote household and technical instruction and it
has been rema.rke.d that more women tl_laJ:l previously are enr?_lling for
courses which are tra.ditiona~~y the_ preserve for men~ The number of women
1.1sing training facilities has risen substantially. For example, between

1969 and 1971 1 the proportion of women receiving compa.ny training rose
from 6. to 33

%of

the total.

•

•

- 36D. STATISTICAL ASPECTS :

ON THE

STRUCTl~

TEE

/·

RESULTs_ OF THE COMMUNITY SURVEY

AND DISTRIBUTION OF WAGES

•
34,

Since the start of the work carried out by the Commission and the

Council as a follow-up to the implenie;ntation of the principle of equal pey
for men and women, the fact that there have been no comparable statistics
has greatly affected any appreciation of the actual situation in the six
countries.

For this reason, a.fter the difficulties encountered, i:uid. inci-

dentally not overcome, in or~sing a ,specific survey on wages of men and
women, as provided for in clause 6 of the Resolution of the conference of
Member States on 30 December

1961, every attention is fom1sed on the sta-

tistical survey on the stru.cture and· distribution of wages, also referred
to in clause 6 of the

Resolutio~

In fact, it is known the,t sjnoe the Commission, wi-thin the ·scope of
work preViously done concern.ing t.he :i.mp!.8mentation of Ar-~icle 119 of the
Treaty, used certain national and 'conummii.y statistical information relating
to the average effective earni::1gs f.oJ.• male ami female workers, account hi:l.d
been taJ.cen of many elements likely to falsify any comparison such as the
hours worked, the pcyment of overtime at a special rate; the sectoral and
occupe.tional structure,. of labour, the length of service and age of workers,
etc •• •
Thus, to be preoise 1 the purpose of the survey on the structure and
distribution of.: _wage_s is to provide information principally about ;the
connections between the level of "l'<ages and the individual characteristics
of the ;-~age-earners (sex 1 qualifications, age, length of service in the
company 1 etc ••• ).
On the, basis of the Council Regulation of 12 December l964t the · ·
first Corifrnission enquir'J of ·this type was carried out by the Stati'stical
Office of the European Communities in collaboration with the national
statistical offices.

It related to the earnings in October 1966 of two

million industrial workers representative of a worker population of 16 million.
The initial statistical

inform~tion

provided by this survey has been

presented. and comrilented on by the Commission·· il'l the second chapter of. its
Report to the Council on the application as at 31 December 1963 of the
principle of equal

:Pa;v· for

men and women(l) •

It therefore contained a

(1) Cf. Doc. SEC(70) 2338, dated 18.6.1970 (from P• II,1 to II,24).

- 37rather limited initial approach, which only relo.ted to 'the textile industry
and only dealt with three different criteria.
length of service in the com:pa.nj- and
by the Statistical Office of

th'~

,.~

professional qualifications,

aee. The analysis we.s later eXtended

Elirdpean Collllll'Unities(l) to three Other

branches in which together with the textile industry one finds (in all the
countries, except Luxembourg) the vast ~aJority (more than 50
workers, i~e

. : the

equipment.

To the three criteria use.d by the

inclu~tries for food~ ready-made cl.othing

%)
and

of female
electrical

Commission-~ its report, tl::e

Statistical Office added : the size of companies concerned, the wage systems
and overtime. ·
The results of these statistical analyses clearly show that the gap
between the average hourly
earnings
of men e.nd
women drops
considerably
•
'
• •
1
•
.
~

~<Then

distinguishing between a comparison of all the manufacturing industries, with
no differentiation between the structural repercussions, and a comparison of
each of the four branches of industry mentioned above which takes account of
a certain number of individual criteria or other structural factors.
Th~s,

in the manufacturing industries, the difference of the average

hourly p~ of women as compared with men, in October 196? :w?s : 25

%in
46 %in
28

Frtmce, 30

%in ,Germany,

32

%.in Belgium,

40

%in

%in

Italy 1 .

the Netherlands and .

Luxembourg.

The more detailed

ana~sis

carried out

~as

for the first time enabled

a comparison between the extent of the diffurences between workers relative-ly
equal 'from the point of view of age, occupational qualifications, size of
companies, 11age systems (only in relation to time) and the kind of hoUrs ·
paid for (normal hours, excluding overtime). ·The results are largely similar
for textile industries, food and clothing where on average the smallest
differences are recorded in Italy (- 13 %) and in France (- 15 %) , these
countries be~g f~llowe4 by Germany (- 20

%),

Belgium (- 22

%) ·and

the

27 '/o). For the electrical equ~pment industry, the· smallest
differences are recorded in Fr~ce (- 10 %) , in Italy (- 12 %) ~cl in the

Netherlands ( ..
Netherlands (Germany (- 20

12.%),

thes~ countries being respectively followed by

%) and Belgium (-

21

%). (2 ).

. .

.

.

(l) Of. 11 Structure and distribution of wages - 1966 11 - Social statistics.
Special series -Vol. 8 "Synthesis for the CotiillllUlity 11 - Cho.pter 6 "Some comparisons bett'leen gross hourly. ero•nings and the structure of
labour according to the sex of w,ork6rs 11 (from p. 98 to, P• 216).
(2) UQxembourg has not been included in this comparison as working wo~en
are relative~ scarce.

- 38· Thus there ~ still quite consider-c1.ble differences in hourly :rates
/.

'

·~

)

·"'

of pey, thciugh to varying degrees.

However, these differences quite clearly

cannot be·u.sed as a statistical yard-stick to mea§ure wage discriminations
between men and women. Strbng reseri.rations should be made. As a simple
example : each one of the groups of qualifications which it was possible to
define in a uniform way on a community scale, cover several levels of
qualification corresponding to a larger or smaller range of jobs. This
being so, one can only partly exclude the impact of this disparity of
qualifications on the differences in pay between men and women.

Other

factors not raised in the survey and which could also cause a wage difference
include for example increases in salaries for night work (shift work),
dangerous or dirty work, etc • ••
However, in spite of these reservations (rund the Commission does not
unc.erestimate their importance (l1, this survey on the structure and distribution of

v1ages

of industrial workers undertaken. using common methods and

definitions throughout, has made it possible, for the first time, to truce
account of the total erlent of the relative positions of the different
countries concerning tne degree of application of the principle of equality
of

p~

at the level of effective wages.
It is for this reason that the Commission expressed its regrets, in

its last report to therCouncil on ·the state of a,pplication of Article 119
as at 31 Decembor 1968 t tha,t the 1966 enquiry on structure only referrec. to
blue collar workers in industry, while female uorkers are very numerous
among the white collar workers and in the commercial ru~d service sectors.
An importo.nt step in this direction was. ta1cen by the ·council· when o:ri. 8 ...
November 1971 it adopted a Regulation determining the renewal of a survey
(now in progress) on structure in industry in the six original Member States,
and extending it to white collar vmrkers.

1'ioreover, to obtain as satis-

factory a knowledge as possible of the situation in the enlarged Community,
it is vital, on the one hand, that the three new

~iember

States should also

agree to carry out this "industrial 11 survey, in the least possible time,

(1) In order to give these reservations their proper weight, it should be
remembered that some statistical observations made at the time of this
enquil""J at the level of c.ertain professions entirely confirmed the
conclusions reached on the basis of groups of qualifications.
(cr. aforesaid report by the Commission on the situation as at

31.12.1968, p. IIo24).

- 39even though they were not legally bouncl b;r the above Regulation; ?Jld on the
other hand, it was .essential

th~t

the

enq~;liry

on stru.cture in commerce. a.n<t

tho service industries should be carried out by the nine Member States in
accordance with the principles already agree.d by the Council on

19 October

1971 (l).

/' ,.

(1) These requirements were stressecl unanimously during a meeting on 2 and
3 April. 1973 of the Article 119 Special Group which is composed of
representatives· fr<im governments, employers and employees associations
(social partners) from the nine Member States0
(cf. see post : "CONCLUSIONS" § 38 f), g) and h) ).
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35.

Since

1958,

the Commission, the governments of the Member States and

employers and unions have worked together for the application of the principle
of equal pay in male and female workers for the same work.

Although undeniable

progress. has been made, the situati.on is nevertheless still far from satisfactory.

It therefore becomes absolutely essential that now, more than

15

years after the signing of the Treaty of Rome, 11 years after the Resolution
of the Conference of the Member States and 8 years after the final stage laid
down by the said,Res:Jlution, a decisive impetus should be g:i.ven in the se:u"Ch
for a complete solution to this problem.
This solution is all the more desirable as

~romen

in the lVienber

Stat~s

are

underteldng paid employment in :ever increasing number-s, and it is essential ·
that this advance in female emplo;yment should be on a hen.Hhy basis.

It falls,

therefore, to the Member States to bring about such conditions of life and of
.

.

.

-

work, of education and ·employment as would enable c-m improvement in the position

)

of tl1e working womand · The Commission has always known that the solution to the
problem of equal wages is an integral part of a collection of solu:Lions to be
sought in order to achieve precisely that improvement for the woman in economic
society;

~

improvernel)y incidentally in respect of v1hich the Commission is

going to present a ce.rtain number of propos2.ls to the Council.
'rhe moment has therefore. come to give this new impetus to equal T!mges and
tho more so because three new countrie:::::, Greel.t ]3ritain 1 I:::-eland and Denmark,
have unreservedly subscribed to the undertaldng included in Article 119 of the
Treaty of Rome, by acceding to the Community as from 1 January 1973.
It is for these reasons that the Commission has considere;l it desirable
not to confine itself, as v1as customar-J, to a description of the new developments since its previous report, relating to the situation on

31

December 1963,

but to give a succinct account o~ tho chief developments which have taken place
in the Hember States since 1958 cmd up to 31 December 1972.

This account makes

it possible to gain a clearer insight into the national situations cmd
emphasises the importance of· an overall approach, which leads to all aspects
of _the problem being tackled throug.l-t the use of varied and rr..unerous activities.
In fact' the right to "equal wagestl' of sufficient. and general scope,

dOGE! n6t yet exist in some of the Member countries; collective agreements do

- 41 not yet cover workers in all economic activities; direct discrimination, even
if it is rare, can be found to occur and a large number of doubts still exist
about the correct application of job ole.ssification systems and even on the
question of whether 13ome of ·these systems conform with the principles of
Article 119.
At a more general level, women continue to occupy the lowest posts in
the hiera:r·chy and the great majority of the female work force is still
concentrated in low wage branches, in spite of the technological changes
which have increased the interchangeability of men and women as regards
positions at work.
The Commission already considered in its "Conclusions" to the report
dated 31 December 1968 that new initiatives were necessary which could be
better developed on a foundation of Oommunity co-ordination and

impetus~

This is necessary because the good intentions of the Member States could
possibly be discouraged by the possible auareness of existing disparities
between them.

These initiatives should come as much from the side of the

public authorities as from the employers and trade unions.

This comment

still remains entirely valid and lies behind the following suggestions.
A. ~lie autho:J;..i~
36~

· The role and the respo;sibility of the public authorities in the

achiP-vement of equal
importance.

wa&~s

have always been and still are of crucial

Althou@1 collective agreements play a ver,Y important role,

they do not, as has been pointed out, cover all workers and, as a general
rule' they relate to minimum wages, or basic wages, which are sometimes quite
far removed from the wages actually applied at company level.
hand, employers and unions do not always

re~pect

Ar1icle

On the other

119 when negotiating

collective agreements ru"d it can even happen that employers do not respect
clauses of principle laid down by a collective agreement.

It is therefore

essential that the public authorities should intervene, to the extent of course
that they have not already done so, at various levels and, in particular, at
the level of legislation, in order :
a) to .establish the right to "equal wages 11 , of sufficient and general scope,
within the internal legal order, enabling any woman who consicers herself
to have been wronged to asserl this right

b~r

legc.l means.·

In this

connection, it should be noted that no prov~s1on. of this type exists in
the l'l'etherlands(l) as yet and that the situation is vague in Luxe~bourg(l):

(1) Cf. § 4, p. 9 and 10.

- 42 b) to allow. women whq:consider themselves to have been wronged a real chance
to assert their r]ght before the competent legal. authorities by prohibiting
dismissals motivated

~y_le~

action of this kind;

c) to declare the complete nullity of any clause in an agreement or contract
contrary to Article 119, given that, although the autonomy of employers
and workers must be respected, a:n:y agreements concluded cannot override
provisions on public order, and eqtial rights for men and women obviously
con::rti.tu.~~;e

a basic principle of the modern State;

d) to l~y down effective sanctions against any disregar~ for the principle
of equal

~mges 4

At the same time, the Member States ought to reinforce thei7.' administrative

e~nd

supervisory action and make H conform with the prin0:!.;,}.;e:c.: of

Article 119 and the Resolution of 30 DscP.mber 1961, in particu.lc>.:..' in respect
of
e) the carrying out and, possibly, the strengthening of supervision at
company level by officials who a:.-e competent in respect of

lal>~Jur

law;

f) the refusal to extend the discrimhw,tory provisions of collective
agreements

11 erga

Ol!llles 11 1 or of complementary social security systems;

g) the refusal to agree to any except,ion: in respect df the field. of application
and the standardslaid ctown for the minimum l'i!gal wage which are compulsory
for any particular job.

Such exceptions could be a wa:y of getting rcund

the principle of equality.

37.

The responsibility of.employers and

this particular fr.:une\'lork.

They

shop,~d

Tr~de

Unions should be based on

aim at :

a) signing no more collective a.gt'E'sme:'lts laying down direct d.isc:dmi.nation
and, obviously enough, to eli.r!li·n~.te existing oases of' disc:r.-i..ninc:..tion;
b) inclu.cling a clause in e.ll collecUve agreements which would set 011t the
prac~ic~.J.Hies

for the appl!ca.Jd.on of equal wages and for a procedure for

the settlement of any o.ifficulties 'l'ihich might arise;

- 43c) using job classification systems as objectively as possible, in particular
by putting a higher value on certain specific qualities held by female
workers (precision; speed, derleri ty, etc.);
.a

d) improving the situation of women by priority action aimed at raising first
and foremost the lowest wages

~d

relating some forms of wages to output;

e) informing,women workers by effective means, of their rights under
provisions of the lat-I and in collective agreements in matters related
to the· application of the principle of equality.
Employers' organisations ought in particular to call on their members
f) not to be content with the formal respect of the principle of equality
for mininrum or basic wage rates fixed in collective agreements but also
to apply it to actual wages paid by companies including all bonuses;
g) to enSltre, likewise at the level of actual application \-Iithin companies,
that worc~n really have equal opportunities in respect of access to
skillecl. jobs together with the same possibilities of income rises and
promotion prospects in the course of their employment.
The trade unions ought particularly
I"

h) to support and promote legal actions aiming at the elimination of
discrimination in specific cases;
i) to take special care, within companies, to ensure the correct application
of the principle of equal wages, both in respect of job classification
and in respect of real wages. This should be done through all the
bodies or systems for staff represcntetion : works councils or committees,
staff delegates, union delegates, eto ••• ;

j) as far as possible to make female workers' representatives party to
· the negotiations relating to the problems directly concerning them,
for example, on the subject of professional qualifications.

J
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c. ··Tho

' ...

38.

·~.

.. .

~

Commicsio.n

The Commission, taking account of the considerations outlined at

the beginning of the present conclusions and entrusted with the task of
supervising the application of the provisions of the Treaty, also intends
to strengthen and extend its role for the. effective achievement of tl.1e
principle of equal \V"ages 4

As a result :

a) on the bfisis of Article 169 of the Treaty, it will start proceedings
against certain ~~ember States which have not yet complied with the
formal and direct oblib~tions imposed on them by Article 119 and made
more explicit in the Resolution of 30 December 1961;

b) it will; prepare ..a draft for a new cortlll!uni ty instrurnent "1hich tV"ill
specify certcin. details to help in oohieving the principle of equ['..l
wages, especially in respect of the points raisecl above in par~ 36;

)

c) in accord.anco with the wishes of the European Parliament, it vrill L'lvite ·•
the employers ancl unions to meet at a.Europeo..:n level to negotiate a
..
frCli1cworl~

par.

37;

agreement relating in particular to the points raised in ·
/'

d) in order to give further assistance in drawing up this European
framework agreement, it \iill present such conclusions as might be
selected from the study which it has hc.cl dono by experts on "Classification
systems in the lig.h.t of the principle of oqup,l pn.y for m:1le and fcmdc
vrorkers 11 ;
e) in a more General contm~t it. will present the Council with proposals
for the crading of the c.mployment of ticmen bC',scd firstly, on· the study ·
11

The employment of women c.nd their problems in the Member States of

the EEC 11 and secondly, on the results of the sociological survey no't-T
being carried out on the general working conditions of female \V"Orkers.

- 45 Furthermore to put the
~9__§Peoial Grou~

~~hes

expressed uncnimously by the Article_

into concrete form, the Commission :

f) will carry out a special new study, according to sex, on the structure
and distribution of wages in industry in 1972.

This study will show

comparisons with developments since 1966.when a previous study was
undertaken.

But it will also include for the first time an analysis

of variations in the wages of white coll~ workers'
g) will prepare for the Council a draft JJegulation tht:Lt will· allow a
survey to take place in the nine Mem1>er States during 1974 in order to
examine the distribution of wages in commerce, banks and inSilrance
companies;
h) intends to ask the three nB>-r Member States to .agree to carry out a
survey on the structure and distribution of •mges in industry of the
same type as that CC'..rried out in the original six in accordance with
the Regulation of the Council dated 8 November 1971;.
i) will aruc the Council to agree to the Article 119 Special Group becoming
a quadripartite body (Commission, governments of ~~ember States, employers
organisations and trade unions) •.

,. '

